Abstract. Model-driven software development is a language-and transformation-based paradigm, where the various development tasks of engineers are cast in this framework. During the past decade we have developed, evolved, and applied in practical projects a manifestation of this principle through a suite of tools we call the Model-Integrated Computing suite. Graph transformations are fundamental to this environment and tools for constructing model translators, for the specification of the semantics of languages, for the evolution of modeling languages, models, and their transformations have been built. Designing and building these tools have taught us interesting lessons about graph transformation techniques, language engineering, scalability and abstractions, pragmatic semantics, verification, and evolutionary changes in tools and designs. In the paper we briefly summarize the techniques and tools we have developed and used, and highlight our experience in constructing and using them.
Introduction
Model-driven software development is a language-and transformation-based paradigm, where the various development tasks of engineers are cast in this framework [35] . Models are used in every stage of the software product's lifecycle and the model-oriented thinking about the product permeates every aspect of the software engineer's work. Models are used to capture requirements and designs, assist in the implementation, verification, testing, deployment, maintenance, and evolution.
As there is no single language or tool that solves all these problems in software production no single modeling language or modeling tool can solve them eitherhence a multitude of models is needed. Models are the artifacts of software production, and there are dependencies among these models: some models are closely related to each other (e.g. design models to requirement models), while some models (and other, non-model artifacts) are automatically generated from models. Two examples for the latter include 'analysis models' that are suitable for verification in some automated analysis tool (e.g. SMV) and executable code (e.g. in C); both of them are derived from the same source model (e.g. UML State Machines).
For a model-driven development process model transformations are essential: these transformations connect the various models and other artifacts, and they need to be executed frequently by the developers, or by some automated toolchain. Hence, constructing model transformation tools is of great importance for the builders of development toolchains. The model transformations have to be correct, reliable, robust, and provide high performance; otherwise the productivity of developers is reduced.
The advantages of using domain-specific approaches to software development and modeling are well recognized [1] . Using domain-specific modeling languages necessitates the development of custom, domain-specific model transformations -that are subject to the same quality requirements as any other transformations in a toolchain.
In the past 15+ years, our team has created and evolved a tool-suite for modeldriven software development that we call 'Model-Integrated Computing' (MIC) suite [24] . The toolsuite is special in the sense that emphasizes (and encourages) the use of domain-specific models (and thus modeling languages), as opposed to focusing on a single general purpose approach (like UML). Hence model transformations (and especially domain-specific model transformations) play an essential role in the MIC suite. Another specialty of the suite is that it is a 'meta-toolsuite' as it allows defining and constructing domain-specific toolchains with dedicated domain-specific modeling languages.
The development of the MIC toolsuite involved creating the technology for all aspects of a domain-specific model-driven toolchain, including language definition (including concrete and abstract syntax, as well a semantics), model editing, specifying model transformations, the verification of models and model transformations, code generation, the evolution of models and model transformations. In this paper we focus on the model transformation aspects of the toolsuite and present what interesting lessons have been learned about graph transformation techniques, language engineering, scalability and abstractions, pragmatic semantics, verification, and evolutionary changes in tools and designs. In the text we will indicate important lessons using the mark [L] .
The paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss the fundamental concepts related domain-specific modeling languages. Next, the main ideas used in model transformations are introduced; followed by the discussion on four selected problem domains: efficiency, practical use of transformations, verification of transformations, and the role of transformations in evolution and adaptation. The paper concludes with a summary and topics for further research.
Foundations: Metamodels
The first problem in constructing a domain-specific model-driven toolchain one faces is the specification and definition of domain-specific modeling languages (DSML) [24] . Formally, a DSML L is a five-tuple of concrete syntax (C), abstract syntax (A), semantic domain (S) and semantic and syntactic mappings (M S , and M C ):
L = < C, A, S, M S , M C >
The concrete syntax (C) defines the specific (textual or graphical) notation used to express models, which may be graphical, textual or mixed. The abstract syntax (A) defines the concepts, relationships, and well-formedness constraints available in the language. Thus, the abstract syntax determines all the (syntactically) correct "sentences" (in our case: models) that can be built. It is important to note that the abstract syntax includes semantic elements as well. The integrity constraints, which define well-formedness rules for the models, are frequently identified as "static semantics". The semantic domain (S) is usually defined by means of some mathematical formalism in terms of which the meaning of the models is explained. The mapping M C : A→C assigns concrete syntactic constructs (graphical, textual or both) to the elements of the abstract syntax. The semantic mapping M S : A→S relates syntactic constructs to those of the semantic domain. The definition of the (DSM) language proceeds by constructing metamodels of the language (to cover A and C), and by constructing a metamodel for the semantics (to cover M C and M S ).
One key aspect of the model-driven development (and in particular, MIC) is that model-driven concepts should be recursively applied [L] . This means that one should use models (and modeling languages) to define the DSMLs, and the transformations on those languages, and thus models should be used not only in the (domain-specific) work, but also in the engineering of the development tool suite itself. In other words, models should drive the construction of the tools. This recursive application of the model-driven paradigm leads to a unifying approach, where the tools are built using the same principles and techniques as the (domain) applications. Furthermore, one can create generic, domain-independent tools that could be customized (via models) to become domain-specific tools, in support of domain-specific models.
Models that define DSML-s are metamodels, and thus a metamodeling approach should support the definition of the concrete and abstract syntax, as well as the two mappings mentioned above. Obviously, the metamodels have a language, with an abstract and concrete syntax, etc. and this language is recursively defined, using itself. Thus, the metamodeling language is defined by a metamodel, in the metamodeling language -thus closing the recursion.
Through experience we have learned that the primary issue one has to address in defining a DSML is that of the abstract syntax [L] . It is not surprising, as abstract syntax is closely related to database schemas, conceptual maps, and alike that specify the core concepts, relationships and attributes of systems. Note that the abstract syntax imposes the inherent organizational principles of the domain and all other ingredients of a DSML are related to it.
We have chosen the concrete syntax of UML class diagrams to define the abstract syntax, as it is widely known, well-documented, and sufficiently precise. When choosing a concrete syntax for a DSML it is important to use one that is familiar to the domain engineers [L] , in this particular case the language developers. A UML class diagram defines a conceptual organization for the domain, but also the data structures that can hold the domain models. This mapping from the class diagrams to data (class) structures has been implemented in many systems.
As discussed above, the definition of abstract syntax must include the specification of well-formedness rules for the models. We have chosen the well-documented OCL approach here: OCL constraints could be attached to the metamodel elements and they constrain the domain models. Note the difference: in conventional UML constraints restrict the object instances; here the meta-level DSML constraints restrict the models (which are, in effect, instances of the classes of the abstract syntax) [L] .
One important issue with constraints is when and how they are used. As our constraints refer to the domain models, they are evaluated when those domain models are constructed and manipulated. At the time when domain models are constructed the modeler can invoke a 'constraint checker' that verifies whether the domain models comply with the well-formedness specified in the metamodel. Occasionally these checks are automatically triggered by specific editing operations, but most often the modeler has to invoke them. Often the checks are made just before a model transformation is executed on the models. As these checks may involve complex computations, it is an interesting research question when exactly to activate them [L]; after every editing operation, upon a specific modeler command, when the models are transformed, etc.
The concrete syntax defines the rendering of the domain model in some textual or graphical form. Obviously, the abstract syntax can be rendered in many different concrete forms [L] , and different forms could be effective for different purposes. A purely diagrammatic form is effective for human observation, but an XML form is better for automated processing. Choosing a concrete syntax has a major impact on the usability of a DSML [L] .
There have been a number of successful research efforts to make the concrete syntax highly flexible [17] [37] . These techniques typically provide a (frequently declarative) specification for rendering the abstract syntax into concrete syntax as well as interpreting elementary editing events as specific operations that manipulate the underlying data structures of models. Alternatively, one can generate diagram editors from specifications [35] . These techniques are very flexible and general and can be used to create very sophisticated model editing environments. In effect, these techniques operationalize the mapping M C above.
We have chosen a different approach that is less flexible but allows rapid experimentation with DSML-s; we call this 'idiomatic specification of concrete syntax' [25] . In our previous work, we have created a number of graphical modeling environments (graphical model editors) that have used a few model organization principles coupled together with a few visual rendering and direct manipulation techniques. For example, hierarchical containment, simple associations between model elements, associations between elements of disparate models that are contained within higher order models, and indirect referencing are such model organization principles that could be visualized using hierarchical diagrams, edges between icons, edges between ports of icons, and icons that act as pointers to distant model elements, respectively. Each such model organization principle is represented with a visual idiom. In our metamodeling language, each metamodel element has a stereotype that indicates the visual idiom to be used when rendering the corresponding domain model element. This approach, while much more limited than the approaches to relating concrete syntax to abstract syntax mentioned above, gives a rapid feedback for the designer of a DSML: the designer constructs UML class diagrams using predefined classes and associations with predefined stereotypes (e.g. <<Atom>>, <<Model>>, <<Connec-tion>>, <<Reference>>, <<Set>>, etc.) and the resulting diagram immediately specifies not only the abstract syntax of the DSML, but also the concrete syntax. With the help of a generic visual modeling environment, one can experiment with the new DSML literally within seconds. This experience has shown that choosing a simple technique for specifying the visualization of models could be very effective, although much less general than a full realization of the mapping M C : A→C [L] .
Defining the semantics of a domain-specific modeling language is a complex problem, and it is the subject of active research. In our MIC suite we have chosen a transformation based approach that we will discuss in a subsequent section.
Related work:
Model-driven development is outlined in the Model-Driven Architecture vision of OMG, and it is an active area of research as illustrated by the series of conferences on 'Model-Driven Engineering Languages and Systems'. However, software engineering environments for model-driven systems development have evolved from classical integrated development environments [32] , and many of the same problems appear (and are re-solved) in a newer setting. Arguably, the novelty in MDA/MDE is the use of codified modeling languages for object-oriented design (UML) and the increasing use of domain-specific abstractions and dedicated, visual, domain specific modeling languages [26] . As such, the focus in the model-driven approach is moving away from the classical (textual) 'document' oriented approach towards to (graphical) 'model' oriented approach. This has an implication on how the development artifacts are stored and manipulated: in classical text-oriented environments parsing and un-parsing are important steps, while in model-driven environments (graphical) models are often rendered graphically and manipulated directly. Interestingly, one can draw parallels between the data model for abstract syntax trees (for source code) and the metamodels: they capture the concepts, relationships, and attributes of a 'language' (for programming and modeling, respectively).
Model Transformations
Model transformations play an essential role in any model-driven development toolchain, as discussed above [35] . They integrate different tools, they are used in refactoring and evolving model-based designs, they were used to specify code generators, and they are used in everyday work, for rapid development activities. Additionally, their efficiency, quality, and robustness are of great importance for pragmatic reasons: inefficient transformations lengthen development iterations, poor quality transformations produce inefficient models or code, and brittle transformations can cause great frustrations among developers.
It is widely recognized in the model transformation community that graph transformations serve as a suitable foundation for building model transformation systems. Graph transformations are not the only approach, but because of their long history and solid mathematical foundations they provide a solid background upon which model transformation systems can be built.
Model Transformations via Efficient Graph Transformations
Graph transformations are specified in the form of graph rewriting rules, where each rule contains a left-hand-side graph (LHS) and right-hand-side graph (RHS) [39] . When a rule is applied, an isomorphic occurrence of the LHS in the input graph is sought and when found it is replaced by the RHS of the rule. Typically a transformation consists of more than one rule and these are applied in some order, according to some specification (either implicit or explicit). Note that the input and the output of the transformation are typed graphs, where each node has a specific type, and a rule matches only if node types match between the LHS (the pattern) and the input (host) graph.
Graph rewriting rules offer a very high-level formalism for defining transformation steps. It is easy to see that the procedural code that performs the same function as a rewriting rule could be quite complex. In fact, every graph rewriting rule execution involves a subgraph isomorphism search, followed by the manipulation of the target (output) graph. The efficiency of the graph transformation is thus highly dependent on the efficiency of the graph isomorphism search [L].
Fig. 1. Model transformation rule example
The worst-case run-time complexity of graph isomorphism test is exponential in the size of the graphs involved, but in graph transformations we only search for a fixed pattern, and the worst case time complexity for is O(n k ), where n is the size of the graph and k is the size of the pattern. In our graph transformation-based model transformation system, called GReAT [2] , we further reduced this by using localized search. The host graph is typically much larger than the pattern graph, and the pattern matches in a local neighborhood of a relative small number of nodes. Such localized search can be achieved by pre-binding some of the nodes in the pattern to specific nodes in the host graph. As shown on Fig. 1 , the State and NewState nodes of the pattern are bound to two nodes in the graph (In and In 1 , respectively), before the rest of the pattern is matched. In other words, the pattern is not matched against all nodes in the host graph, rather only in the neighborhood of selected, specific nodes. When the rule is evaluated, the pattern matcher produces a set of bindings for the pattern nodes Rel, Data, NData, and OrState, given the fixed binding of the nodes State and NewState. Starting the search from 'pivot' nodes leads to significant reduction in the complexity of the pattern matching process as the size of the local context is typically small (provided one avoids the so-called V-structures [11] ).
Localized search, however, necessitates the determination of the locale, i.e. the binding of the State and NewState nodes in the example. This problem was solved by recognizing the need for a traversal path in the input graph. General purpose graph transformation approaches perform graph matching on the entire graph, and this has serious implications on the execution speed of such systems. In our system, similarly to some other systems like PROGRES [41] and Fujaba [25] , we require the developer to explicitly provide a traversal path that sets how the rewriting rules are applied in the input graph. In practical systems model graphs have a well-known 'root' node where traversal can start form, and the first step in the transformation must have a rule that binds that root to one of the pattern nodes. A rewriting rule can also 'hand over' a node (existing, i.e. matched or newly created) to a subsequent rule (this is indicated on the example by the connection from the State to the Out port of the rule). Note that the patterns expressed in the rewriting rules and the sequencing of the rules (i.e. connecting the output ports of rules to input ports of other rules) implicitly specify how the input graph is traversed (and thus how the rewriting operations are sequenced). The sequencing can be combined with a hierarchy, as shown on Fig. 2 .
While the approach appears to be more complex (and 'lower-level' compared to general graph transforms), in practice it is quite manageable. Depth-first and breadthfirst traversals, traversals using arbitrary edge types, even fixpoint iterations over the graph are straightforward to implement. In our experience, trading off generality and developer's effort for efficiency in the resulting transformation results in transformations that are not only reasonably fast (on large graphs) but also easier to understand, debug, and verify [L] .
In our research, we wanted to build 'industrial strength' model transformations that operate on large models. Our first implementation of the model transformation engine was completely 'interpreted': the engine executed the rewriting rule sequence on the input graph; exhibiting expected performance shortcomings. Once the semantics of the transformation rules and programs was clear and stabilized, we have developed a code generator that produced executable code from the transformation models. The generator was implemented using the well-known partial evaluator technique and it produced code based on the partial evaluation of the transformation program with respect to the transformation interpreter semantics.
For practical applications, such a 'compilation-based' approach to enhancing the performance of model transformations is essential [L].
Related work: PROGRES [41] is arguably the first widely used tool for specifying transformations on structures represented as graphs. PROGRES has sophisticated control structures for controlling the rewriting the process, in GReAT we have used a similar, yet different approach: explicitly sequenced rules that form control flow diagrams. PROGRES also supports representing type systems for graphs; in GReAT we use UML diagrams for this purpose. The very high-level notion of graph transformations used in PROGRES necessitates sophisticated techniques for efficient graph matching ( [10] [39]); in GReAT we mitigate this problem by using less powerful rules and (effectively) performing a local search in the host graph.
Fig. 2. Sequencing and hierarchy of rewriting rules
Fujaba [25] is similar to GREAT in the sense that it relies on UML (the tool was primarily built for transforming UML models) and uses a technique for explicitly sequencing transformation operations. Fujaba follows the state-machine-like "story diagram" approach [13] for scheduling the rewriting operations; a difference from GReAT.
AGG [43] is a graph transformation tool that relies on the use of type graphs, similar to UML diagrams but does not support all UML features (e.g. association classes). Recent work related to AGG introduced a method for handling inheritance, as well as a sophisticated technique for checking for confluence (critical pair analysis). In GReAT, inheritance is handled in the pattern matching process, and the confluence problem is avoided by using explicit rule sequencing. AGG has support for controlling the parsing process of a given graph in the form of layered grammars; a problem solved differently in GReAT.
VIATRA [5] is yet another graph transformation tool with interesting capabilities for controlling the transformations (state machines), and the composition of more complex transformations. In GReAT similar problems were addressed via the explicit control flow across rules and the formulation of blocks. Higher-order transformations were also introduced in VIATRA; there is no similar capability in GReAT currently.
GReAT can also be compared to the recent QVT specification [39] of the OMG MDA standardization process. However, we should emphasize that GReAT was meant to be a research tool and not an industry standard. With respect to the QVT, the biggest difference between GReAT and QVT is in the highly declarative nature of the QVT: it focuses on relation mappings. This is a very high-level approach, and it is far from the pragmatic, lower-level, efficiency-oriented approach followed in GReAT. We conjecture that describing a transformation in QVT is probably more compact, but the same transformation in GReAT is more efficient.
In a more general setting, we should compare GReAT and the tool environment it belongs to, i.e. the MIC tools including GME and UDM. Honeywell's DOME [13] , MetaCASE's MetaEdit [25] , and the ATOM3 [28] environment are the most relevant examples that support domain-driven development. The main difference between them and the MIC tools is in the use of UML and OCL for metamodeling and the way the metamodels are (also) used for instantiating a visual modeling environment. Also, our transformations follow a high-level method for describing the transformation steps expressed in the context of the metamodels. With exception of ATOM3, all the above tools use a scripting language, in contrast.
Practical Use of Model Transformations
The model transformation environment we have created has been used in a number of academic and practical projects. Students, researchers, and developers have used it to create practically useful transformations ranging from converting between modeling formalisms to generating code from models. Some of the transformations were of the 'once-only' (or 'throw-away') type; some of them are in daily use in tools. In these efforts we have learned a few important lessons discussed below. . During the transformation process it is often necessary to create a link between two model elements that belong to different domains (metamodels), but this brings up the question: which metamodel does the association belong to? Neither of the source or target metamodels 'owns' such an association, the association belongs to the cross-product space of the two. Hence, the model transformation system should be able to allow such 'cross-domain' links [L]; at least temporarily, while the transformation is being executed [2] . 3. Global context. The localized rewriting approach described above has a practical shortcoming: the context of the rewriting has to be always present during the execution of a rule [41] . That is, a rule cannot just create an 'orphan' target model element -the element has to be inserted into an appropriate container, which is in the target context. In other words, the state of the transformation often has to be incrementally built and passed from rule to rule. This leads to rules that have superfluous input and output ports, just for passing the context through; and a large number of connections between rules. . After all matches are computed, the rule's action (RHS) is executed individually, on each match; furthermore, there exists no mechanism by which one can access information about an earlier match while processing a specific match. This can sometimes pose a severe limitation to the types of transformations one can write. For instance, the user may need the ability to operate on an entire subgraph (composed from multiple matches) as a whole rather than on individual elements. If this subgraph may contain an arbitrary number of elements, then the graph pattern cannot be specified as a simple rule. We have introduced a higher-order 'subgroup' operator that allows forming groups from the matches during rule execution [3] [4] . The operator has a number of attributes the designer can specify, including functions that are evaluated to determine whether a match belongs to a group or not. The operator extends the rule execution semantics as follows: (1) the pattern matcher produces a set of matches; (2) matches are used to form groups, based on functions supplied with the operator, (3) the rule is executed for each group formed. Note that a group may contain one or more matches. The subgroup operator has demonstrated the value of higher-order operators in rewriting rules that can operate across multiple individual rewriting steps [L] .
The above extensions have come up in practical transformation problems, and they showed that while graph transformations provide a powerful theory, when applied to model transformations they need to be specialized and adapted to pragmatic goals.
The Issue of Verification
The quality of a model-driven software development toolchain is determined by the quality of the tools it includes and the model transformations that connect together these tools. Considering that elements in the toolchain could support verification (on the code or on the model level), the verification of the transformations, i.e. graph transformations, is of great importance [L] . Simply, the correctness of the transformation is necessary in order to decide that the result of an automated verification applies to the original input (model), and to the code generated from the model.
Our goal was to decide the correctness of a model transformation through some verification process. The verification of model transformations is closely related to the verification of compilers -one of the great challenges of computer science. Arguably, the verification of model transformations is simpler, as the domain-specific modeling languages are often simpler and have a simpler semantics than general purpose programming languages.
One important observation is that the notion of correctness is not absolute, but it has to be defined with respect to some specific domain property, which is of interest to the users of the toolchain. For example, a model transformation can be called correct with respect to the behaviors generated by the source and the target models. For instance, the transformation is correct if the source model (with its own source semantic domain) generates the same behaviors as the target model (with its own target semantic domain). Alternatively, a transformation is correct when a property of the source model holds if and only if another property holds for the target model.
Practical model transformations are often very complex and the formal proof of correctness requires a major effort. Note that a formal proof shows that the given model transformation is correct (w.r.t. some property), for any input. Another feasible approach is that the proof is constructed for a particular run (or 'instance') of the transformation, i.e. for a given input. This, instance-based verification of the transformation appears to be much simpler and feasible [L] . While the concept has been developed in the context of program generators [5] , we have successfully applied it to model transformations [13] .
Constructing the verification for a transformation instance requires building a tool that checks what the transformation did and verifies it independently. These checks must be simple and easily verifiable. Note that this concept is similar to provers and proof checkers: the proof checking is typically much simpler than constructing the proof. For a model transformation one needs (1) to choose the property the correctness is defined for, (2) 
to discover how this property can be verified from data collected during the run of the transformation, (3) to modify the model transformation to generate the data during the run, and (4) to develop (and verify) the algorithm that checks the data and thus verifies the property [L].
One example for such transformation and verification property includes a transformation between two transition system formalisms and a state reachability property. In this case the transformation needs to generate a map that links source and target states, and the checking algorithm must verify that there is a correspondence: a strong bisimilarity between the two transition systems, hence reachability properties verified for one do hold for the other [13] .
Related work: The MOF 2.0 Query / View / Transformation specification [39] provides a language for declaratively specifying transformations as a set of relations that must hold between models. A relation is defined by two or more domains, and is declared either as Checkonly, meaning that the relation is only checked, or Enforced, meaning that the model is modified if necessary to satisfy the relation. It is augmented by a when clause that specifies under what conditions the relation must hold, and a where clause that specifies a condition that must be satisfied by all the model elements participating in the relation. Our approach provides a solution similar to the Checkonly mode of QVT relations. The main difference is our use of pivot nodes to define correspondence conditions and the use of cross links. This allows us to use a look up table to match corresponding nodes. Our approach takes advantage of the transformation framework to provide a pragmatic and usable verification technique that can ensure that there are no critical errors in model instances produced by automated transformations. Triple Graph Grammars [41] can be used to represent the evolution of a model graph by applying graph transformation rules. The evolving graph must comply with a graph schema at all times. This graph schema consists of three parts, one describing the source metamodel, one describing the target metamodel, and one describing a correspondence metamodel which keeps track of correspondences between the other two metamodels. Triple graph grammar rules are declarative, and operational graph grammar rules must be derived from them. The correspondence metamodel can be used to perform a function similar to the cross links used here. This provides a framework in which a map of corresponding nodes in the instance models can be maintained, and on which the correspondence conditions can be checked. This makes it suitable for our verification approach to be applied. Some ideas on validating model transformations are presented in [28] and [29] . In [28] , the authors present a concept of rule-based model transformations with control conditions, and provide a set of criteria to ensure termination and confluence. In [29] , the authors focus on the syntactic correctness of rule-based model transformations. This validates whether the source and target parts of the transformation rule are syntactically correct with respect to the abstract syntax of the source and target languages. These approaches are concerned with the functional behavior and syntactic correctness of the model transformation. We focus on the semantic correctness of model transformations, addressing errors introduced due to loss or misrepresentation of information during a transformation. It is possible for a transformation to execute completely and produce an output model that satisfies all syntactic rules, but which may still not have accomplished the desired result of porting essential information from the source model to the output model. Our approach is directed at preventing such semantic errors. Ehrig et. al. [13] study bidirectional transformations as an approach for preserving information across model transformations. They use triple graph grammars to define bidirectional model transformations, which can be inverted without specifying a new transformation. Our approach offers a more relaxed framework, which will allow some loss of information (such as by abstraction), and concentrates on the crucial properties of interest. We also feel that our approach is better suited for transformations involving multiple models and attribute manipulations.
Transformations in Evolution and Adaptation
One of the crucial properties of software systems is the need for their evolution and adaptation. Software must evolve, as new requirements arise, as flaws need to be fixed, and as the system must grow in its capabilities. Model-driven development toolchains are also software systems, and hence the same requirement applies: they need to evolve and adapt [L] . The problem is especially acute for tools that use domain-specific modeling languages, as the DSML-s may evolve not only from project to project, but often during the lifetime of one project.
The issue of evolution for a DSML is not only how the language changes, but also what effect this has on the already existing models. Specifically, if a large number of models have already been built with a DSML of version n, how do we use these models with DSML version n+1, etc.? The problem is related to schema evolution (i.e. how we evolve database content when the schema evolves), but modeling languages typically have much richer semantics and consistency constraints than typical database schemata. For DSML-s the language evolution problem is essentially a model migration problem, i.e. how to migrate models when the DSML evolves [L] .
The problem can be cast as a model transformation problem, i.e. how can one create model transformations that automatically migrate the models from one DSML version to the next. To analyze this problem we need to recall how a DSML is defined; i.e. the metamodels. In this paradigm, the DSML evolves via changes applied to the metamodels; i.e. changes in the abstract and concrete syntax, in the wellformedness constraints, and in the semantic mapping. As model transformations are anchored in the abstract syntax of the DSML it is natural to consider the metamodel changes on that level. Changes in the concrete syntax do not affect the models (until a syntax-free realization of the models exists), while changes in the well-formedness constraints and semantic mapping could possibly be also formulated as a model transformation problem. These latter two cases could be formulated as posing the question: how shall the models be transformed that they comply with the updated wellformedness constraints (if at all) and how they shall be transformed such that they preserve their semantics under the updated semantic mapping?
Changes in the abstract syntax part of the metamodel involve changing the UML class diagrams representing that. Such changes can be captured as elementary editing operations on the diagram, including adding, removing, and modifying classes and associations, etc. But focusing on these low-level changes makes it exceedingly hard to discover the (meta-) modeler's intent. For instance removing a class called Failure and adding a class Fault may miss the point that this is a simple renaming of a class without changing the semantics. Hence, evolution in the abstract syntax cannot be dependably deduced by observing editing changes on the metamodels; the modeler needs to provide guidance or explanations for such changes [L] . For pragmatic reasons, naturally, only the changes need to be documented (or discovered by some automation, if feasible) -parts of the metamodels that did not change should not become subject to model transformations [L] .
Such analysis lead us to a simple (graphical) language that allows the modeler to document the metamodel changes by capturing how 'old' metamodel elements are related to 'new' metamodel elements [32] . Note that the modeler essentially supplies rewriting rules that proscribe how a model migration engine should convert 'old' models into 'new' models. In this graphical language, called Model Change Language (MCL), we have defined a number of idioms for representing prototypical cases for metamodel changes (and thus model migration). Fig. 3 illustrates the major idioms of the language -these have been discovered through practical experience with model migration problems. While the use of these idioms has been proven useful in specific model migration problems, the formal semantics of MCL is subject of active research. Naturally, model evolution is not a solved problem yet, but transformations appear to offer interesting opportunities.
A migration rule specified in MCL describes a migration step which is centered on a single, specific 'old' metamodel element that dominates the rule. The semantics of the migration rule is as follows: whenever the dominant model element is found in the 'old' model and the left-hand side of the rule matches; then execute the migration as specified (e.g. create a 'new' model element, etc.). If an 'old' model element is encountered that is not mapped by a migration rule then check if there is a 'new' metamodel element with the same name and create that in the 'new' model, if there is none then give a warning that an 'old' model element was encountered but could not be mapped. Note that there are explicit rules for saying that some 'old' model elements need to be removed because there are no corresponding 'new' model elements -this allows detecting that the migration of some model elements was not specified correctly by migration rules.
In MCL we faced the problem of limiting the scope of the search and we found a solution that appears to work well. The solution is based on the observation that model databases mostly follow a tree structure, and a dominant spanning tree can be found for the model graph [L] , often via the model containment hierarchy. Hence, we first use a depth-first traversal on the model tree, visiting every node in the graph and trying to find a migration rule. The rule semantics briefly described above is applied, when possible. However, there could be rules that are not applicable yet, because they depend on model elements that have not been visited and processed yet. These rules are pushed onto a queue of delayed rules and the traversal continues. Once the depth first traversal terminates, we keep processing the delay queue until it becomes empty. This simple, fixed traversal strategy works surprisingly well. Arguably, for practical model-driven systems that use hierarchical organization model transformations can efficiently be performed using a depth-first traversal, followed by the processing of rewriting steps that had to be delayed during the first traversal [L] . Related work: Our work on model migration has its origins in techniques for database schema evolution [5] . More recently, though, even traditional programming language evolution has been shown to share many features of model migration. Drawing from experience in very large scale software evolution, [15] uses several examples to establish analogies between tradition programming language evolution and metamodel and model co-evolution. Using two industrial metamodels to analyze the types of common changes that occur during metamodel evolution, [17] gives a list of four major requirements that a model migration tool must fulfill in order to be considered effective:
(1) Reuse of migration knowledge, (2) Expressive, custom migrations, (3) Modularity, and (4) Maintaining migration history. The first, reusing migration knowledge is accomplished by the main MCL algorithm: metamodel independent changes are automatically deduced and migration code is automatically generated. Expressive, custom migrations are accomplished in MCL by (1) using the metamodels directly to describe the changes, and (2) allowing the user to write domain-specific code with a welldefined API. Our MCL tool also meets the last two requirements of [17] : MCL is modular in the sense that the specification of one migration rule does not affect other migration rules, and the history of the metamodel changes is persistent and available to facilitate model migration. [8] performs model migration by first examining a difference model that records the evolution of the metamodel, and then producing ATL code that performs the model migration. Their tool uses the difference model to derive two model transformations in ATL: one for automatically resolvable changes, and one for unresolvable changes. They note that the generated transformation that deals with the unresolvable changes must be refined by the user, but details of how to accomplish this refinement are not provided. Also, [7] does not specify exactly how the difference models are calculated, only that they can be obtained by using a tool such as EMFCompare. MCL, on the other hand, uses a difference model explicitly defined by the user, and uses its core algorithm to automatically deduce and resolve the breaking resolvable changes. Changes classified as breaking and unresolvable are also specified directly in the difference model, which makes dealing with unresolvable changes straightforward: the user defines a migration rule using a graphical notation that incorporates the two versions of the metamodel and uses a domain-specific C++ API for tasks such as querying and setting attribute values. In [7] , the user has to refine ATL transformation rules directly in order to deal with unresolvable changes. [17] describes the benefits of using a comparison algorithm for automatically detecting the changes between two versions of a metamodel, but says they cannot use this approach because they use ECore-based metamodels, which do not support unique identifiers, a feature needed by their approach. Rather than have the changes between metamodel versions defined explicitly by the user, they slightly modify the ChangeRecorder facility in the EMF tool set and use this to capture the changes as the user edits the metamodel. Their migration tool then generates a model migration in the Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL). In the case that there are metamodel changes other than renaming, user written code in ETL to facilitate these changes cannot currently be linked with the ETL code generated by their migration tool. In contrast to this, MCL allows the user to define complex migration rules with a straightforward graphical syntax, and then generates migration code to handle these rules and links it with the code produced by the main MCL algorithm. [10] presents a language called COPE that allows a model migration to be decomposed into modular pieces. They note that because metamodel changes are often small, using endogenous model transformation techniques (i.e., the metamodels of the input and output models of the transformation are exactly the same) can be beneficial, even though the two metamodels are not identical in the general model migration problem. This use of endogenous techniques to provide a default migration rule for elements that do not change between metamodel versions is exactly what is done in the core MCL algorithm. However, in [19] , the metamodel changes must be specified programmatically, as opposed to MCL, in which the metamodel changes are defined using a straightforward graphical syntax. Rather than manually changing metamodels, the work in [45] proposes the use of QVT relations for evolving metamodels and raises the issue of combining this with a method for co-adapting models. While this is an interesting idea, our MCL language uses an explicit change language to describe metamodel changes rather than model transformations.
Evolution of a DSML (and the subsequent migration of domain models) is not the only activity the toolchain users face. They often need to evolve, adapt their designs by changing models. In object-oriented software development perhaps the most powerful concept for design adaptation is the use of design patterns. By definition, design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem in software design. When developers use a design pattern they modify their designs according to the pattern, in other words they instantiate the design pattern in the context of their work. If the design is captured in a model, then a design pattern is a particular arrangement of newly built or existing model elements, possibly with some new features added. Arguably, a design pattern can be modeled as a specialized model transformation rule that rewrites a design into a new design with the design pattern features (model elements, attributes, etc.) added [L] . Note also that design patterns applied in domain-specific modeling languages will have domain-specific elements hence they can be called as 'domain-specific design patterns'. One example for realizing a design pattern as a transformation rule is shown on Fig. 4 . Here the well-known 'Composite' design pattern is used. When the designer wants to introduce this pattern into a design, s/he will either just copy it into the model and modify it, or bind it to existing model elements (say, Compound and Primitive, shown on the left) which will result in a modified model that contains the original as well as new elements (shown on Fig. 5) .
Note that the application of design patterns becomes an interactive activity this way that the modeler performs at model construction time. Design patterns can be applied to existing design, and they can extend or even refactor those designs. Design patterns can be highly domain specific hence they can be applied in any DSML. We have created a set of tools to support the definition and application of design patterns in arbitrary DSML-s that are defined by a metamodel [32] . One tool is used (once) to extend the metamodel of a given DSML such the patterns can be built from existing model elements. Another tool is available to the modeler that uses the DSML: this tool applies the pattern as a local model transformation. The modeler can bind existing model elements to elements of the pattern and the applicator tool extends and modifies the model as specified by the pattern.
Related work:
There are several mainstream tools that support UML design patterns, or describe design patterns using general-purpose languages, as opposed to using the metamodel of the DSMLs. Moreover, there are several approaches for pattern formalization. Here, we reference the closest related work only. Previous work [32] has justified the demand for Domain-Specific Model Patterns by contributing several DSMLs. Moreover, it describes relaxation conditions for the metamodels in order to make metamodeling environments support the editing of incomplete models. As opposed to the approach introduce above, it deals with static model patterns only. In our approach, relaxations can be made on the metamodel of the pattern environment. The multiplicities can be substituted with the upper bound of the multiplicity set, dangling edges can be defined with ignored end nodes and transitive containment can be solved with ignored containers. Incomplete attributes can be implemented the same way. [17] describes a UML-based language, namely, the Role-Based Metamodeling Language (RBML), which is able to specify domain-specific design patterns. This approach treats domain patterns as templates, where the parameters are roles, and a tool generates models from this language. Compared to our approach, the paper [22] proposes a formal way to specify the pattern embedding for the static aspect. The behavioral formalization is closely coupled with design patterns defined in UML. The work described in [5] formalizes the embedding, tracing, and synchronization between several pattern aspects that may be defined in different languages. These results constitute an excellent theoretical formalization of the tracing aspects for model patterns defined in the static aspect.
Summary and Conclusions
The model-driven development approach has significantly changed how software is built and evolved, and new development environments are coming equipped with model-driven support. The techniques and the tools we have developed in the past decade indicate that model-driven development works, but the complexity of the development tools (and the effort to build them) is increasing as well. In this paper we have outlined a few of the lessons that we have learned during building and using our tools on non-trivial projects. Building tools to build software is essential to solve the software development problem and the effort put into constructing a good tool (-suite) pays off in developer's productivity. The lessons described in this paper show steps in an evolutionary process, and by no means should be considered the final word on model-driven development. As tools and techniques evolve, we need to learn new lessons, and enable the developers to benefit from them.
